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Top Country, Top RockQ: How to get the class property from a class object in python class A:
self.prop = '1' obj = A() a = A.prop print(obj.prop) print(a.prop) In the above python code, I thought
the result should be the same, but the result is prop class A: self.prop = '1' obj = A() a = A.prop
print(obj.prop) print(a) A: That's because in your first example, you are creating an instance of
A.prop, not the class's property. In your second example, both properties are class properties. obj =
A() a = obj.prop print(a) print(obj.__dict__) Prints: {'_NameField': 'prop', '_MainType': '', '_Cache':
None, '_MemberId': -1, '_Type': 'property', '__module__': '__main__', '__qualname__': 'A.prop'} From the
above, it looks like your second example does not work as expected because you are using obj.__dict__
and not obj.prop. However, why not just use obj.prop in your first example? Church Committee on
Intelligence (United States) The Church Committee on Intelligence was a 1972 joint congressional
committee established by the U.S. House of Representatives and the U.S. Senate to investigate
possible abuses of national intelligence activities by the Central Intelligence Agency. Established in
response to the widespread negative publicity received by the CIA following the congressional
investigation of the CIA's activities in the early 1960s, the Church Committee is 79a2804d6b
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